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Agriculture in one form or another has been carried on in this

country for at least 4,000 years. I’ve only Had a hand in it for two of

them. But even so I thought it*s time you heard from me what we’ve been

doing and what we hope to do with the national estate. For that’s what it

comes to. Whatever the particular legal form of ownership or occupation,
this is England, our countryside.

OUR NATIONAL

ESTATE

Most of you know by now that it had been sadly neglected before

the war. You can take it from ire that the neglect was worse than anyone

dreamed possible. Once fertile land that grew good crops and employed men

had become desolate. Farm buildings were in ruins; cottages tumbled down

or occupied by weekenders from the towns. Even our grass, which should,
with our climate, be the best in the world, was often not producing more

than half of what it ought - in many cases not a fifth, or even a tenth,

hedges had overgrown the land, stealing fertile soil and harbouring rabbits

and rats to devour the crops. "Land development", whet irony I .......

had taken hundreds of thousands of acres of first class farming land for

houses and reads; lopping, bits off farms and leaving them unworkable;

encouraging speculation, so that some farmers did better by Just sitting on

their land and doing nothing, waiting for a bid that would bring then in

more money than ever fanning would have done. Of course there were large

areas of England that were still being faired about as well as any land in

the world. but much of our countryside wes dying. Peace was desolating

the land faster than war.

THE SAD

NEGLECT -

- AND THE

DESOLATIONOFPEACE

We were not alone in this. Farmlands all over the world were

dying. In the United States, for example, wheat has been sold below the

cost of production since 1929* In the desperate race to overtake falling

prices, many new countries were exhausting their soil, because they could

not afford to put anything back into it. They were Just mining the

fertility out of the land, living on their soil capital. And still farming

didn’t pay. So great were these ravages that, in 1940, Mr. henry Wallace,

then the United States Secretary for Agriculture, had to tell his people
that land shortage had become a definite danger. That in a country forty

times as big as ours* American farmers fared as badly as their soil.

Gross farm income from wheat dropped from nearly £l50 million in 1929 to a

little over £40 million in 1932.

THE SAME IN

AMERICA -

The consumer, however, got little or no corresponding gain. In

1938 Canadian prairie farmers had debts amounting to some £35 million, and

assets amounting to only £25 million. In Australia, the average price of

wheat over 9 years up to 1938 was 25 per cent less than its cost of

production* At one time, it is said, in New Zealand a whole sheep was

only worth half a chicken. Our customers were being ruined. No wonder

we had unemployment in our export industries. You can’t build prosperity on

ruin.

- IN CANADA -

- IN

AUSTRALIA

- AND IN NEW

ZEALAND

It's important for us to realise that the troubles of farmers

were world-wide and that the post-war problem can only be tackled on a

world-wide basis*
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THE WARCHANGED

ALL THAT

A DlFFERENT

LANDSCAPE NOW

THE WORK OF 2 1/2 YEARS

THANKS TO THE

DOMINIONS AND

THE STATES

AND THE ARMY

OF WORKERS

AT HOME

THE HARVEST -

A MIRACLE

IN OUR YEAR

OF GREATEST

NEED"

With the war, the whole situation for British agriculture
changed in a flash* ,Ve had to grow more food at home, not only to

escape starvation, but to release ships to carry men and munitions of

war* Are-war we were really producing even less than two tons of food

out of every five we were eating* for most of our cattle our pips and our

poultry like ourselves were living on food from abroad*

You only have to look round the country to see what a different

landscape we have made of it; it's been done with fever skilled workers*

We've had to get crops grown, on cordons which had never been cultivated

in the memory of man; on tens of thousands of small farms in the West of

awkward size and shape, and as in our Midland grazing counties when after

half a century farmers had completely lost the art of the plough* In

2 1/2 years we’ve cut thousands of miles of hedges* cleaned out thousands

of miles of ditches, drained some 3 million acres, and opened up old

tracks to get the machinery to the fields* ingland looks much more

cared for today* V/e have to thank machinery and countries like Canada,
Australia and the United States that have helped us with tractors ma

other implements* he have to thank also the farmers and farm workers,
their sons and their daughters, but especially their long suffering
wives v/ho play a much more important part in the business of agriculture

than many people realise* We have to thank the Women's Land Army and

yet mother great army, the army of voluntary helpers that have turned

out at harvest time.

/hat of the result. The average yield of wheat In America is

less than 15 bushels to the acre* Our pre-war average was 33 bushels,

this year the ordinary good .British farmer is getting 40, a very large

number are getting over 50, and soma of our champion farmers have

reported yields of 80 or more bushels to the acre*

But this also I would say to you, in humility and seriousness*

Much hard work and technical skill have played their part in these mighty

yields, amongst the richest of all time* But lat any rate believe that

we’ve Someone Else to thank as well, and from the depth of cur hearts*

Some power has wrought a miracle in the English harvest fields this summer,

for in this, our year of greatest nee
d,

the land has given us bread in

greater abundance than we have ever known before* The prayer ’’Give us

this day our daily bread” has in these times a very direct meaning for us

all*

NOT YET THE

END Of OUR

ENDEAVOR

THEY HELPED

THEIR

NEIGHBOURS

AND SPREAD

THE GOSPEL

OF GOOD

HUSBANDRY

Today is Old Michaelmas Day. The traditional end of the

harvest* farmers in sore parts of the North and of Wales are still

struggling to get in their corn The weather has not everywhere been

kind*" We have still to lift the bulk of the potatoes and sugar beet,

many million tons of each*

Nor is the end of our endeavour yet in sight* We may hope,

but hardly reasonably expect, to see yields of this nature two years

running* Lord Woolton*s demands are insatiable* rightly so* he are

therefore preparing for still greater arable acreages next year* I

personally expect to see both next year and again the year after that

appreciable increases in our total production*

But it hasn’t been and it isn’t going to be easy* *Let me tell

you what Lord Cornwallis, Chairman of our Kent County War Committee said

at the Farmers’ Club this week. -

“The results achieved have not been obtained by just carrying

out surveys or paying visits and issuing directions# Countless

individual farmers have helped their neighbours# have changed all their

farming practices, voluntarily taken over derelict land and got on vdth

the job themselves# Agricultural organisers# specialists# technical

officers, advisory staff, etc#, have unceasingly spread the gospel^of

good husbandry and helped the weak and stepped up the proauction a the
strong#
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’’The work of the far agricultural Committees has not been easy*

It has not always been pleasant. It is not a pleasant task to go to your

friends and neighbours whom you have known for years and tell the,", that

if they cannot go the pace they must be turned out. hut I think those

of us who have to do these jobs are forgiven because it is realised that

we are trying to carry out a vital duty."

WORK NOW

ALWAYS

PLEASANT

To me one of the most heartening results is the effect all this

has had upon the farming community as a whole. Here is an industry

where f ere's been no absenteeism, and where the output per man has steadily

risen. agriculture, however, is lucky in this respect* nearly all

we’ve had to do with farming for war can be of permanent, lasting benefit

when peace returns. It won’t have to be scrapped and destroyed when the

whistle blows for the armistice. On that day, we shall at rny rate have

our land and our people.

BUT WORK

OF LASTING

BENEFIT

AN INSPIRATION

TO THE WORLD

AN IDEAL -

AND THE WAY OF ITS

ATTAINMENT

V/e have the soil, the climate and the men
.

needed to make

British agriculture not only an efficient industry but an inspiration to

the world, as indeed it was a century ago.

with the knowledge we now possess, we know today that it is

possible to banish want from the world, that the earth can produce enough

for all her children. Freedom from want* One of the corner-stores of

the Atlantic Charter. That ideal is a century nearer today than it

was three years ago but, like all ideals, it won’t be realised for wishful

thinking* To attain it means hard work, endurance, a willingness to

abandon old prejudices, old shibboleths, and not least, readiness despite

disappointments to work with and through other nations. It means too

repudiation of the doctrine preached by so many people in this country

before the war, that there was something immoral in being strong*

Is this a gloomy prospect? Ido not believe it* Cur country

and to some extent the world will be exactly v/hat we make it* ,e shall

have to look at oar national economic background as a whole* *e snail

have to be strong in industry and trade* It will be to our interest to

help our customers to be prosperous* If we go forward with faith,

"cleaving unto the things that are good" we shall achieve our aim* But

do not let us forgot that the history of every great nation has shown that

it only survives so long as its roots stretch deeply down into the soil*

"our country

will be what

we make it"
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